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Environment Systems is working as part of a
consortium on a feasibility study for a web based
certification and information system for the Forest
Stewardship Council (FSC). The study, called
‘TransparentForests’ (TF), is funded by the
European Space Agency’s Integrated Application
Promotion (IAP or Artes 20) programme with
support from the FSC.

Forest products such as paper, wood and
composite materials are used in everything from
construction to energy generation, and represent
a considerable environmental and social impact.
Knowing the origin and life-cycle of products is

important for both retailers and
consumers. Corporations do not
like to be associated with bad
forest management; it is bad for
business and for customer
relations. Independent certification
such as that provided by the FSC
provides manufacturers and
consumers with confidence about
a product’s environmental and
social integrity. However forest
certification is difficult due to the
remoteness, size and variability of
the forest resource. Data to
support certification is not always

independent as it is mainly
provided by the forestry

companies being certified. The FSC needs tools to
increase operational transparency and brand
value while expanding globally across large and
small forestry operations.

The objective of the study is to undertake an in-
depth analysis of the needs of the FSC and to
support the certifier’s field inspection process. The
information system will combine accurately time-
tagged optical and radar satellite imagery with
geo-referenced ground based forest
management data and be easily accessible via the
web from any connected location. The study
seeks to strengthen certification services and

define the roadmap towards operational
implementation of the system.

Environment Systems is working on the proof of
concept for the system. It is also responsible for
external user validation and review.
http://iap.esa.int/projects/transparentforests

Ecosystem Services 
We are fast becoming one of the leading
consultancies in the field of ‘Ecosystem Goods and
Services.’ Previously in Sphere (Summer 2012) we
explained how being able to identify, map and
understand these services, sometimes referred to
as an ‘ecosystems approach’, could influence
decision making and ensure a healthy and resilient
environment for current and future generations.

In 2011 the Government published the first
natural environment white paper for over 20
years. One of the white paper’s commitments
was to found an Ecosystems Knowledge
Network (EKN) (http://ekn.defra.gov.uk) The
focus of this network is to provide a holistic and
inclusive way of managing the natural
environment to protect and enhance the
multiple benefits it provides. At the core of this
growing network is identifying a series of
practical projects from across the UK that are
already working to improve the environment.
Environment Systems is involved in a number of

these. Meanwhile the EKN organises conferences
and workshops across the UK to promote the
ecosystems approach.

Dr Katie Medcalf our Environment Director
recently gave the keynote presentation at one
such event held in Oxford aimed at local
government. Her presentation ‘An overview of
ecosystem service mapping’ was introduced by

the Chair of Natural England and focused on the
work done by Environment Systems for
JNCC(Joint Nature Conservation Committee).
The JNCC report on this work, which was
authored by the Environment Systems team
seeks to identify the attributes of habitats which
are important for, and influence the role of,
those habitats in delivering ecosystem services.
The report can be downloaded here:
http://jncc.defra.gov.uk/page-6241

Katie has also been busy elsewhere contributing
an article to the latest LANDMAP newsletter.
LANDMAP is the Welsh Government's formally
adopted methodology for landscape assessment,
which informs planning related issues. In this article
Katie explores how the understanding of
ecosystem services has become a key element in
planning for sustainable development in Bridgend,
where LANDMAP information has helped to
optimise the siting and design of woodland. The
newsletter and the Katie's article can be seen here:
http://landmap.ccw.gov.uk/downloads/LAND
MAPNews4Final.pdf 

The ecosystem approach encourages careful
management  of our natural environment and
recognises the potential of the land in providing multiple
ecosysytem services to support human well-being.

FSC Certification provides manufacturers and consumers with
confidence

There’s lots to talk about in this issue.
We have just begun work on a
feasibility study which looks to improve
the sustainable use of forestry across
the world. At the beginning of March
we launched a new company, a direct
result of our research in precision
agriculture. At the end of March we
celebrated our 10th birthday. On other
fronts our expertise and leadership in
ecosystem services is beginning to bear
fruit, as is our work on invasive species.
Finally news of our open source GIS
training.  editor@envsys.co.uk
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We are ten!   
Environment
Systems is ten
years old. We have
come a long way,
in a relatively
short time, to
become an established environmental
consultancy with a valued reputation
using our expertise in data analysis -
specifically geoinformatics and earth
observation. Over the last ten years we
have been involved in some significant
projects. Highlights include:

◆ Completion of a new habitat map
for the whole of Wales

◆ Development and maintenance of
the 'Woods for People' accessible
woodland inventory

◆ Agri-environment monitoring both
in Wales and Scotland

◆ Pioneering work in the modelling
and mapping of ecosystem services

◆ Identification of property and land
interests in preparation for the
London 2012 Olympics

◆ Innovative invasive species mapping 
◆ Marine and coastal habitat

monitoring and assessment
◆ 'State of the Crop' agricultural

intelligence using UAV captured
imagery. 

We are beginning to win work outside
the UK too. Recent projects include
habitat mapping in the Caribbean and
ecological assessment in the Georgia
Rangelands.

2013 also sees the Company playing a
significant role in a major EU FP7
research project which will facilitate the
use of crowd sourced environmental
data focused on UNESCO biospheres.

Our ability to operate at the interface of
science and routine operations enables
us to give our customers insight into
the latest technology and thinking
whilst delivering the evidence required
to address today's challenges.

Aberystwyth  |  Salisbury
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March 6th 2013 saw the launch of a new
company, URSULA Agriculture, at the
Precision Farming event held at the
Peterborough Showground. URSULA
Agriculture leverages the research and
development activities of Project URSULA
which has been pioneering its own UAS
(Unmanned Aerial System) to capture and
deliver ‘state of the crop’ intelligence for use
by farmers and growing organisations. 

The launch, attended by over 50 people, took
the form of a pre-show breakfast
presentation with tea, coffee and bacon rolls.
Five initial farm intervention product
categories were introduced aimed at crop

performance issues, disease and weed
infestation, agri-environment compliance
and general farm management. The URSULA
Agriculture stand at the show was busy for
the rest of the day.

Project URSULA continues its research and
development activities focusing on UAS
platform development (airframe and sensors)
and data processing and analysis algorithms.

Meanwhile URSULA Agriculture is preparing
to attend the UK’s major arable farming
event Cereals 2013, which is taking place in
Lincolnshire on 12-13th of June. 
http://www.cerealsevent.co.uk 

AERO SUMMIT 2013
Our Environment Director Katie Medcalf recently presented at the
AERO Summit, an international conference that serves to link
international capabilities with opportunities in Canada. At the
conference held in Charlottetown, Katie presented on the use of
‘Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS) and Data Processing in
Environmental Applications.’ She was accompanied at the conference
by Dr Sue Wolfe from Callen-Lenz, our joint venture partner in
URSULA Agriculture, and Dr Anna Brown from Forest Research (UK)
who were also presenting. This strong representation is indicative of
the high regard in which UK expertise in this area is held.

INVASIVE
SPECIES
On the back of our work on
invasive species (see Sphere
Winter 2012) we have been
invited to present at a seminar,
Invasive Plants - ‘Myths and
Legends’ to be held on the 22nd
of May at the Museum of Science
and Industry in Manchester.

One of the key tools in
daily use at
Environment Systems
is GIS software - and
we consider ourselves
to be dab hands. Over
the last year we have
been approached to
provide training

courses in open source GIS software which is
beginning to find considerable traction. The
attraction of course is value for money. Being
open source means that there are no licensing
costs, commercial or free support options and
plenty of developers out there beavering
away on a daily basis to make it better. 

Last year we were invited to run a two day
workshop on the GVSIG
(http://www.gvsig.org/

web/projects/gvsig-desktop) open source GIS
at a summer school run by the Geography
Department of the University of Burdwan in
West Bengal, India. The workshop was
delivered by Jamie Williams and sponsored
by the Government of India. Earlier this year
we delivered  a course for Ceredigion County
Council focused  on Quantum GIS(QGIS)
(http://www.qgis.org) an open source GIS
application which is hugely popular in the UK.
QGIS is capable of handling many key routine
GIS operations making it a very attractive
alternative to organisations with many
professional GIS seats.

We offer a one day introduction to QGIS
course and a two day advanced course.
Please contact Jamie Williams to find out
more - jamie.williams@envsys.co.uk
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Launch of URSULA Agriculture
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